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Design News
SYT takes a look at some of the coolest superyacht
designs of recent months

YACHTSTER • 50-METRE • HOT LAB
Sporty and masculine superyacht,
featuring low bulwarks and wraparound decks in the main and
lower deck.
Large windows wrap around
the interior space, with floorto-ceiling windows on the main
saloon and owner's deck.

Spacious swim platform offers
guests easy and immediate
access to the sea, as well as folddown balconies on either side of
the yacht providing guests with a
true ‘on-water’ experience.
Innumerable entertaining and
lounging areas and as many as 12
guests accommodated onboard.

UNDER WATER ENTERTAINMENT
PLATFORM • 35-METRE • U-BOAT WORX
She is a new class of
submarine and the first
of her kind with the
ability to reach depths
of up to 200 metres.
Carries up to 120
guests excluding crew,
free to walk around
just as they would
aboard a cruise ship.

Emphasis on
entertainment: the
UWEP can become a
restaurant or a casino,
or host conferences
and parties in one
of the most unique
settings imaginable.
Fourteen submerged
windows allow guests
to gaze into the
fascinating waters.

BEACH EXPLORER •
112-METRE • WINCH DESIGN
Entertainment is at the heart of Beach Explorer. She
has a large dining area accommodating up to 22
guests, an outdoor cinema, six spacious decks, games
tables and a sunken barbecue and bar.
The whole package for adventure-seekers: impressive
dive club with storage capabilities for an 18-metre dive
boat as well as a compression chamber so guests can
learn how to dive without even leaving the yacht.

ONEIRIC •
44-METRE • ROSSINAVI
Rossinavi’s ‘green technology flagship’ has three levels
of solar panels integrated into the design to charge the
highly efficient battery pack, and when fully charged in
daylight hours is capable of powering a family villa on
land when Oneiric is moored.
Catamaran design: weight distribution and length-towidth ratio provide more hydrodynamic efficiency.

Helipad that accommodates helicopters
up to 10-metres.

Boundaries between vessel and sea are blurred by the
sinuous lines and reflections of the yacht’s exterior
within the interior.

Diesel-Electric propulsion engines allow for a quieter
and more energy-efficient journey.

Full-electric mode capable of silent operations and
zero-noise technology to reduce the noise on board.

ZION • 110-METRE •
BHUSHAN POWER DESIGNS
Distinctive design that takes
inspiration from nature’s black holes.
The unmissable black glass dome
in her centre provides guests with a
360-degree view of the ocean.
She has a large glass-bottomed
infinity pool.
The large flybridge located on the
upper deck is designed to have the
highest visibility and manoeuvrability
in all weather conditions.
Her helipad is accessible by a glass
column elevator that also has access
to all of her decks.
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